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Abstract: Until now, progress in laser ablation micromachining has been significantly limited with respect to feature miniaturization and output yield by ablation-generated debris. Gas-jetting techniques have proven to be inadequate and vacuum environments are unwieldy in an industrial setting. To this end, a controlled geometry for both the optical interfaces of a flowing liquid film can be provided by a closed flowing thick film filtered water immersion technique. This ensures repeatable machining conditions and allows control of liquid flow velocity. To investigate the impact of this technique on etch rate, bisphenol A polycarbonate samples have been machined using KrF excimer laser radiation passing through a medium of filtered water flowing at a number of flow velocities that are controllable by modifying liquid flowrate. A mean increase in etch rate of 8.5 per cent when using a turbulent flow velocity regime immersed ablation over ablation in ambient air was recorded. However, use of laminar flow velocities resulted in a mean loss of 26.6 per cent in etch rate compared to ablation in ambient air. Plotting the recorded etch rate achieved with respect to flow velocity gives support for previously proposed flow–plume interactions: the primary cause of a 37 per cent variance in etch rate over a 72 per cent change in laminar flow velocity was a shift in the ratio between the refresh rate of liquid volume over the feature and laser repetition rate. The small variance of etch rate achieved by modification of turbulent regime flow velocity indicates that laser etching provided the dominating contribution to the total etch rate measured. This work demonstrates that this technique developed for ablation debris control does not reduce the efficiency of laser etching with respect to that achieved with established gas media laser ablation machining. Therefore, this process shows great promise for industrial implementation development.

Keywords:

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and rational

Since the emergence of micro and nano manufacturing in the late 1970s, the technology has been continuously enhanced and improved upon [1–3]. Laser fluence, optical resolution, and production speed have been refined to such high levels that today it is the actual laser ablation-generated debris that is stymieing progress [4]. Debris can contribute to beam attenuation after ejection but before deposition [5] and can be generated in a mode that coats unimportant areas, areas still to be machined, or, worse still, features that have already been machined [6]. To compound matters, debris can coat machinery, requiring costly downtime for cleaning and servicing [7], or can become airborne in the working environment of tool users, posing potential respiratory health issues [7]. The use of a technique involving closed flowing thick film filtered water immersion of the sample during laser ablation has shown promise as a solution to such problems [9]; however, the impact of such techniques on the basic laser machining characteristics are not extensively documented.
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1.2 Material use

The molecular structure of amorphous polymers, such as bisphenol A polycarbonate, causes them to respond well to laser ablative machining [10]. Yet despite the high etch rates achievable, multiple large monomers are ejected to be deposited back onto the substrate surface following machining, causing debris issues. The high visibility of deposited laser ablation-generated debris, coupled to the good laser ablation removal characteristics of amorphous polymer materials makes Bisphenol A polycarbonate an excellent candidate material for assessment of in-line debris control techniques. The performance of the control technique both for debris control and its impact on the machining process can be easily assessed using this material.

1.3 Current ablation theory

The ablation rate is useful to the observer as it is an easily measured technique for quantifying the efficiency of coupling between a photon stream and a material once above the threshold fluence – an event well known to be a probabilistic [11]. Ablation is a complex phenomenon with many contributing components [12]. A number of mechanisms are cited: shockwaves instigated by the high pressures achieved inside the ablation plume cause mechanical damage of the material [13]; high temperatures achieved inside the ablation plume in combination with the action of the laser beam cause thermal attack of the surface [14, 15]. A prediction technique of the action of these etch mechanisms, either alone or in a combination thereof has been created by Prasad et al. [16].

1.4 Previous liquid immersed laser ablation machining

Work has been conducted to investigate the effect of open thin-film immersion on the ablation rate of excimer laser ablation of bisphenol A polycarbonate. A number of limitations were observed and causes diagnosed. Splashing was a common occurrence during machining. This was attributed to irregular but broadly increased plume pressure, as identified by Berthe et al. [17], which significantly attenuates the laser beam en route to the sample surface [18]. When using open thin-film immersion, the necessary volume of liquid is not available to confine the ablation plume pressure; thus, a threshold pressure exists in this condition; once exceeded, rupture occurs and plume gas escapes violently from the covering liquid film into the ambient air above, producing liquid splashing as a by-product [19]. Furthermore, surface ripple occurred and hence the depth of liquid above the plume varied with respect to time and position above the sample, resulting in an irregular and non-repeatable plume etch-rate. This was demonstrated by the ablation depth with respect to pulse number ratio fluctuations from the expected linear trend [18, 19], given the regular, repeatable surrounding medium used.

This technique aims to remove this problem by enclosing the flow in a sealed duct. The use of a closed flow chamber guarantees optical geometry of the medium surrounding the sample by fully confining the boundaries of the flow passing through the ducting. As well as this, confinement of all boundaries guarantees symmetrical drag levels about the centre planes of the flow. Flow eddies, as given schematically in Fig.1(a), are dominated by a parameter known as the characteristic distance, as has been previously experimented with [9, 18, 19]. In an open flow, turbulence commences following a characteristic distance measured from the contact point of a fluid on a flat plate and the point at which the flow becomes turbulent [20]; however, this case

![Fig. 1 Schematic showing the effect of differing boundary conditions on flow turbulence: open flow causes an uneven drag profile, generating rolling turbulence in the manner described by the black vectors: (a) generation of turbulence always occurs after a characteristic flow displacement, dependent upon fluid properties; (b) closed flow allows symmetrical drag profile, generating a flow velocity profile similar to that described by the grey arrows. The generation of turbulence is dependent upon flow velocity; laminar flow rates do not generate turbulent flow at any point](image-url)
requires all dimensions of the flow, including film depth, to be large compared to the characteristic distance. In the case of an open flow, the meniscus defines the flow geometry; thus, the effects of rolling eddies alone are not responsible for the deposition patterns evidenced by Dowding and Lawrence [9], where debris distribution appeared to lie in ripple patterns downstream of the feature machined.

Instead, large inertial, capillary, and viscous contributions complicated the flow path. This work applies a closed geometry (forming a duct) to give a symmetrical drag profile across the cross-section of the flow as drawn in Fig. 1(b). This means that the characteristic distance of a closed flow is determined by the cross-sectional dimensions of the duct and the meniscus domination of open flows is avoided. This allows laminar flows to be achieved at low flowrates [20]. Also, the maintenance of a repeatable and regular containment of the surrounding medium allows the importance and action of liquid flow velocity on the fundamental ablation characteristics of liquid immersion to be investigated by varying the flow velocity and measuring the results.

1.5 Research goals

Previous work has successfully demonstrated the application of closed thick film flowing liquid immersion as a means of controlling ablation generated debris during the laser ablation machining process [21], while producing high-quality features, as can be seen in Fig. 2. The process must also be characterized in terms of its impact on laser etching performance. This work will explore the impact of closed flowing thick film filtered water immersed laser ablation machining using KrF excimer laser radiation on the ablation rate of bisphenol A polycarbonate. This will be compared to that achievable by KrF ablation machining in ambient air. Further, the importance of liquid flow velocity to the ablation rate will be explored in detail in this work. Etch rate offers an accessible indication of the machining effectiveness and efficiency of a laser ablation process. If these are significantly modified from that recorded in ambient air, a modification to the ablation mechanism is the likely cause.

2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

2.1 Material details

Bisphenol A polycarbonate (Holbourne Plastics Ltd), was as received in 1200 × 1000 mm² sheets of 0.5 mm thickness. Prior to excimer laser processing, the bisphenol A polycarbonate sheet was cut into rectangular sections of 8 × 12 mm² using scissors – a shear cutting technique which avoids production of debris. Protective cover sheets were then peeled off each sample.

2.2 Laser details and experimental set-up

For both closed flowing thick film filtered water immersion and ambient air processing, an excimer laser (LPX200; Lambda Physique, GmbH) using KrF as the excitation medium was used to produce a beam with a wavelength of 248 nm. Thereafter, the beam was supplied to a laser micromachining centre (M8000; Exitech Ltd), where it was passed through a stainless steel mask to produce a 201 × 203 μm² rectangular image. The masked beam was then demagnified through a 4 × optic (Francis Goodhall Ltd) to produce an ablation spot with a depth of focus (DoF) of 6 μm. A profile of the masked beam was obtained using a beam profiler (SP620U; Spiricon Ltd), which showed that the beam shape had an even distribution, with only a slight positive skew across the y axis; demonstrating good positioning of the mask in the raw beam.

A sample included six machined sites, each produced using increasing numbers of pulses (3, 6, 12, 60, 120, 480) in the same machine run with uninterrupted filtered water flow over the sample during machining. The beam was attenuated by a tool attenuator set at 126° from minimum transmission, resulting in a beam fluence of 581 mJ/cm² and 578 mJ/cm² for ablation in ambient air and under filtered water immersion respectively, that produced features of 203 × 205 μm².

This fluence data was calculated from pulse energy data taken using a pulse energy head (J50LP-2, Molecron Detector, Inc.) positioned above the focal point of the laser, and enumerated by a laser energy meter (EM400, Molecron Detector Inc.). The fluence was calculated using the mean beam energy measured (averaging techniques were employed for experimental rigour: beam pulse energy was recorded five times before and after machining each sample, every value recorded was
the mean value measured over 100 pulses – between readings the attenuator was reset to account for attenuator position errors) so that any changes in laser output over time were accounted for.

2.3 Ambient air laser processing

Samples machined in ambient air were produced, using the same laser and micromachining equipment as the closed flowing thick film filtered water immersion ablation samples. The bisphenol A polycarbonate samples were mounted directly to the vacuum chuck inside the micromachining station (M8000, Exitech Ltd). After lasing ended, the sample was removed and placed into the cell of a sealed sample tray to protect it from atmospheric dust.

2.4 Closed thick-film filtered water immersion laser processing procedure

Figure 3(a) describes the critical experimental layout of the sample once clamped inside the flow rig, which was mounted to the side of the sample vacuum chuck of the laser micro-processing centre (M8000; Exitech Ltd). The sample was positioned in the centre of the flat aluminium table between the water supply and exit holes. The sample was retained by a recess in a spacer plate (to provide a 1.5 mm-thick water film) that lay in contact with the aluminium sample table. An O-ring cord, located by a rectangular groove in the sample table, provided a seal between the sample table and the spacer plate. On top of the spacer plate a second oval O-ring groove was machined to locate another O-ring cord. This acted as a gasket between the spacer plate and the beam window – a 25 × 25 × 5 mm³ ultra-violet grade fused silica sheet (Comar Instruments Ltd). The beam window was retained by a diamond-shaped recess in a third aluminium plate, 8 mm in thickness to provide stiffness to the whole sandwich. The use of a closed ablation chamber removes the variance of the flow geometry both with respect to time and position above the sample to be machined. If a thin-film regime closed flowing immersion technique (less than 1.1 mm in thickness [21]) is implemented, the compressed ablation plume will extend through the flowing liquid from the sample surface to the bottom surface of the chamber window potentially plume etching the window, damaging a critical component in the optical path of the beam. This means that the experiments conducted in this work used a thick film regime to prolong the life of the chamber window.

Figure 3(b) shows the water filtering and supply system. Water originated from a normal mains supply by wall tap. The water was poured into a domestic water filter (Britta Inc.) situated at the top of the water supply assembly to remove typical corrosive elements present in mains water. The water was then retained in a header tank located above the pump and, under the action of gravity, was forced into the 700 W pump chamber (CPE100P, Clarke Power Products Ltd). The pump forced the water through a water flowrate metre (FR4500, Key Instruments Inc.) and then along a 3 m distance through a 6 mm outer diameter nylon tube to the inlet push-in elbow fitting on the bottom of the sample table. Last, the water was returned along a further 3 m through a 6 mm outer diameter nylon tube to a collection bucket. The pump was capable of producing 4.2 bar at the outlet, equating to a maximum flow velocity through the ablation chamber of 3.89 m/s, given losses along the supply and return tubing. Precise control of the flow velocity was provided by a variable valve of the flow meter. Flow velocities of 0.03, 0.11, 1.39, 2.31, 2.78, and 3.24 m/s were used for this work.
2.5 Sample analysis techniques

The ablation depths were measured using a dragged needle profiler (CM300 Talysurf; Taylor-Hobson Ltd). Five passes were made across the surface of the sample and into each feature at 50 μm intervals. To minimize the possibility of profile error, the mean average depth of each sample feature was then calculated from a selection of three profiles for each sample feature. To guard against outlier samples being produced and affecting the ablation threshold measurements taken, all data plotted for interpretation in these results are mean average values taken from the data produced by three sample features machined using each flow velocity.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Modification of media surrounding the ablation event

Comparison of the mean etch rate achieved by KrF laser ablation under closed thick-film laminar flow velocity regime filtered water immersion and in ambient air is given by Fig. 4. The mean plot of ablation under closed thick-film laminar flow velocity regime filtered water immersion is given with error bars indicating the 37 per cent difference between the two flow velocities used. The mean etch rate of these two is plotted by a long dashed linear trend line in Fig. 4, giving a mean etch rate of 115.2 nm/pulse. Ambient air is plotted without error bars as all the features used to measure the mean etch rate were machined into a matrix of features in one machine run; thus, the laser fluence, measured to be a mean value of 581 mJ/cm², is taken to be uniform for all feature groups. The etch rate recorded for KrF excimer laser ablation of bisphenol A polycarbonate in ambient air was 144.7 nm/pulse. The mean etch rate achieved by KrF laser ablation under closed thick-film laminar flow velocity regime filtered water immersion is 20 per cent lower than the ablation rate achieved in ambient air. The error bars given in Fig. 4 indicate that the etch rate in a laminar flow would not exceed that of ambient air in any case.

The mean performance of KrF excimer laser ablation immersed under closed thick film turbulent flow velocity regime filtered water can be compared, in Fig. 4, to the performance of a beam measured to have a fluence of 581 mJ/cm², making this comparable to the beam used for samples machined in ambient air. The plot points of the mean etch rate generated under turbulent flow filtered water include the 9 per cent error bars required to represent the 2 per cent variance of the measured fluences of the beams used to machine the turbulent flow samples and the 7 per cent range from highest to lowest recorded etch rate. Inspection of this plot shows that the mean etch rate centre line, indicated by the small dashed linear trend line in Fig. 4, is 13 nm/pulse greater than that of ablation in ambient air; this is an 8.5 per cent increase in etch rate when using closed thick-film turbulent flow velocity regime filtered water immersed ablation over ablation conducted in ambient air.

![Graph plotting the mean closed thick film immersed ablation etch depth achieved with respect to the number of laser pulses under laminar and turbulent regime flow velocities are offered for comparison with samples machined using ablation in ambient air.](image-url)
3.2 Impact of flow velocity on ablation depth

The variance of fluid velocity used for closed thick-film flowing filtered water immersion for removal of machining debris during laser ablation has a direct impact on the etch rate achieved. The clearest demonstration of this is given graphically in Fig. 5: the feature depth achieved using a nominal number of laser pulses, identified in the plot legend, through the immersing closed thick-film filtered water. First, the depth achieved is proportional to the number of pulses fired, which is an expected and logical result: every pulse removes material; thus, the cumulative effect of ‘n’ pulses will be approximately ‘n’ multiplied by the etch depth of a single pulse, for 3, 6, 12, 60, and 120 pulses, this linear relationship is borne out. As an example, examining the depths machined at 2.78 m/s gives 0.512, 1.046, 2.205, 10.03, and 19.25 μm. However, the use of 480 pulses, does not follow this trend; instead, the depth etched is 36.65 μm, a value that falls below the expected depth given the relationship described above. When machined, there was no allowance made in the stage control algorithm to correct beam optical length as the feature was machined ever deeper (this could be done by moving the sample towards the de-magnifying optic by the single pulse etch depth after every pulse). Figure 5 illustrates that the bottom of the machined feature falls out of the focal range of the micromachining system between 120 and 480 pulses. Therefore, with this knowledge, the rest of this work will not include 480 pulses in the calculation of etch rates. More significant to this work, the simple plot of feature depth with respect to immersing liquid flow velocity given in Fig. 5 demonstrates that low flow velocities cause ‘n’ pulses to machine less material than high flow velocities. A rapid but smooth increase in etch depth generated by ‘n’ pulses is followed through the laminar flow velocities (0 to 0.27 m/s), through intermediate flow velocity (0.27 to 0.47 m/s) and into the turbulent region (0.47 m/s and upwards). The results show that once using turbulent flow velocities there is little increase in etch efficacy.

3.3 Impact of flow velocity on etch rate

The ratio determined by comparing the number of pulses used to machine a measured feature depth gives the etch rate, that is, the mean depth machined by a laser beam at a measured fluence in a single pulse [11]. Figure 6 gives three plots. The plot described by the solid black linear trend line is the mean of all the etch rates measured in the turbulent flow velocity regime; this plot is listed to act as a reference for the two plots of interest in Fig. 6. Two flow velocities were used in the laminar regime: 0.03 and 0.11 m/s. However, the laser repetition rate was increased by a multiple of four to 200 Hz for the 0.03 m/s sample. This was done with the intention of raising the pulse repetition rate above the frequency that the volume of liquid covering the feature is completely renewed. This was to generate a potential for debris to remain suspended above the feature as the following pulse arrived. The samples machined at the flow velocity of 0.11 m/s all had a fluence within 3 per cent of 579 mJ/cm², as indicated by the error bars in Fig. 6. The linear trend line for 0.11 m/s flow velocity is marked by a close dashed line and gives an

![Fig. 5](Image)

*Fig. 5* Filled line graph plotting the depth machined by 3, 6, 12, 60, 120, and 480 pulses at 0.03, 0.11, 1.39, 1.85, 2.31, 2.78, 3.24, and 3.70 m/s
etch rate of 141.1 nm/pulse, thus giving a decrease in 
etch rate of 15.9 nm/pulse, a drop of 10 per cent from 
that achieved by mean ablation under a closed thick 
film turbulent flowing filtered water immersion. The 
samples machined for the 0.03 m/s flow velocity were 
all machined using a beam fluence within 4 per cent 
of 578 mJ/cm². The trend for 0.03 m/s flow velocity is 
represented by a double – dot – dashed linear line 
that has a gradient of 89.2 nm/pulse, a value that is 43 
per cent lower than the etch rate achieved under a 
turbulent velocity filtered water flow and 37 per cent 
lower than the etch rate achieved using a flow that 
was 72 per cent slower than the 0.11 m/s laminar flow 
velocity. The difference between the two laminar flow 
velocities is marked compared to that between 
0.11 m/s and the turbulent flow velocities. This is 
caused by a dramatic change in the refresh rate of the 
immersing fluid over the machined feature. This 
must be compared to the pulse repetition rate of the 
laser. For the 0.11 m/s sample the repetition rate of 
the laser was 50 Hz and the refresh rate of the 
immersing filtered water was 556 Hz, giving a ratio of 
11.1 new liquid volumes between laser pulses, com-
pared to a ratio of 0.695 new liquid volumes between 
laser pulses as the liquid volume was only refreshed 
139 times every second for the 0.03 m/s flow velocity. 
Clearly, this significant disparity has resulted directly 
in a marked reduction of etch rate.

In Fig. 7 the etch rate of a laser beam were mea-
sured to be within 2 per cent of 578 mJ/cm² for every 
sample machined (as indicated by error bars), 
therefore allowing the etch rates plotted for each 
closed thick-film filtered water immersion flow velo-
city to be compared. Figure 7 demonstrates that the 
turbulent flow velocities used (1.39 to 3.70 m/s 
separated by increments of 0.46 m/s) made little dif-
ference to the etch rate of bisphenol A polycarbonate 
using KrF excimer laser pulses. This fact is demon-
strated by the gradients in the equations listed for 
each flow velocity in Fig. 7. These gradients, which 
are equivalent to the numerical etch rates of the 
material, vary by just 7 per cent of the lowest etch rate 
achieved (measured as 150.2 nm/pulse, achieved at 
2.31 m/s). These results cover a range of liquid 
volume refresh rate with respect to laser repetition 
rate ratios of 231 (an increase of 167 per cent over the 
lowest turbulent velocity used); this marks a large 
range ratio with little modification to etch rate com-
pared to the response demonstrated when using 
laminar regime flow velocities, as discussed above. 
This is an interesting contrast in trends, indicating a 
complex and potentially useful relationship between 
the flowing immersion liquid and the ablation plume.

3.4 Flow–plume interaction states: the action 
of flow velocity on laser ablation

The dashed line in Fig. 8 represents the etch rate of 
the closed thick film flowing filtered water immersed 
samples and the solid, horizontal line represents the 
etch rate measured for the samples machined in 
ambient air. Use of a range of flow velocities in a 
closed thick film flowing filtered water immersion 
ablation technique has resulted in a distinct trend 
that is described graphically in Fig. 8. These two plots 
clearly demonstrate the change in typical etch rate at 
laminar flow velocities that drop sharply beneath the
etch rate produced in ambient air to a trend that follows a high power law, smoothing with increasing flow velocity. This can be explained by the interaction of the flowing liquid and the debris suspended within that flow on the laser beam and the ablation plume generated. At very low flow velocities, where the ratio of fluid volume refresh rate with respect to laser repetition rate is less than 1, debris particles that were ejected from the machined feature in all directions, including upstream, were still suspended in the flow above the entirety of the feature when the following pulse arrived. These particles intercepted the beam en route to its destination, lowering the fluence of the beam arriving at the feature, as described in Fig. 9(a), reducing the etching efficiency of the laser energy originally delivered by the laser. This is a result plotted schematically in Fig. 10, which also identifies that a threshold level of laser etching is

![Graph showing etch depth vs. number of laser pulses](image)

Fig. 7 Plots describing the relationship between etch depth and number of laser pulses for five turbulent regime flow velocities: 1.39, 1.85, 2.31, 2.78, 3.24, and 3.70 m/s

![Graph showing ablation rate vs. flow velocity](image)

Fig. 8 Ablation rates measured are plotted with respect to liquid flow velocity for ablation conducted under closed thick film flowing filtered water immersion and in ambient air.
Fig. 9 Schematic showing flow – plume interaction states when: (a) the flowrate is laminar and the laser pulse frequency is high, thus the following pulse is intercepted by remaining suspended debris; (b) increased flow velocity beneath the optimum allows the ablation plume to fully develop, maximizing plume attenuation while compensating by uninhibited plume etching; (c) an optimum condition occurs when the flowing liquid distorts the ablation plume to minimize plume attenuation without removing the action of plume etching; (d) very high flow velocity with respect to the pulse width results in distortion of the ablation plume by the viscous fluid.

Fig. 10 Schematic plot showing the action and combination of plume etching and laser etching and the flow velocity dependence of both. An optimum point exists and is depicted by the dashed vertical line, where the summation of both etching mechanisms combines to maximum effect.
required to instigate a plume to add a contribution to the etching. As the frequency ratio between laser repetition rate and fluid volume refresh rate increased past 1 to 11.1, the debris was removed from the site of the machined feature before the second pulse arrived. This left the full quota of beam fluence to pass onto the sample surface; except that the highly viscous nature of the immersing filtered water constrained the expansion of the ablation plume. The flow was still not rapid, as it was travelling in the laminar regime, and was not travelling with sufficient velocity to distort the ablation plume which expanded over a short timeframe within the flow as described schematically in Fig. 9(b). This compressed ablation plume has a greater optical density when immersed in filtered water than it does in ambient air, causing the immerssed ablation plume to provide increased attenuation to the continuing laser pulse by means of shockwave refraction [22], Mie scattering [23], Rayleigh scattering [24], and Bremsstrahlung attenuation [25] when compared to the situation of ablation in ambient air, reducing the laser energy arriving at the sample surface. However, some etching contribution was given by the ablation plume, reducing this perceived hindrance [17, 21, 28–30] as denoted schematically in Fig. 10, where the plume has now been allowed to develop and begins to aide in the etching process, although the laser etching possible is still not optimum.

As the flow velocity moves into the turbulent regime, the ablation plume begins to become distorted and lean due to the drag on it imparted by the rapid flow velocity of the high viscosity flow past it. This reduced the optical path length of the ablation plume for the laser beam as described schematically in Fig. 9(c). The plume was merely distorted in shape at this point, and could still provide a significant etching contribution. At some flow velocity, shown in Fig. 8 to be between 2.78 and 3.24 m/s, the distortion of the plume reached a maximum before the flow velocity became so high that it began to destroy the plume and reduce the plume etching contribution. This was the optimum etch rate point, where the laser had good access to the material and the plume is still etching effectively, and is indicated in Fig. 10 by the dashed line. In Fig. 10 the accumulative effect of laser etching and plume etching is presented in the grey area at the top of the diagram.

\[ 3.70 \text{ m/s} \] is shown to have a reduced ablation rate compared to that measured at 3.24 m/s in Fig. 8. The cause of this is illustrated in Fig. 9(d); the flow velocity was so rapid that it was destroying the ablation plume before it was able to become fully developed and provide an etching contribution, however the lack of an ablation plume means that the laser beam has almost unopposed access to the material surface. This point is plotted to the right of Fig. 10. Figure 10 is also useful in describing the criticality of the two etching processes. Figure 8 shows that the peak ablation rate was only 2.4 per cent larger than that of samples machined at non-optimum turbulent flow velocities; this value is marginal, but critically, larger than the maximum experimental error calculated to be 2 per cent. This is because the contribution of plume etching is small compared to that of laser etching, as indicated by the schematic plot in Fig. 10.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The etch rate achieved using 3, 6, 12, 60, and 120 pulses shows a linear relationship between etch depth and number of shots. Use of 480 pulses resulted in an etch depth significantly lower than that predicted by the linear relationship followed by the lower pulse numbers, demonstrating that the feature was being machined to a depth outside the extents of the focal range of the micromachining system as the algorithm used to machine these samples did not correct the sample height between pulses. More importantly, it was shown that depth increased rapidly with flow velocity through the laminar flow velocity regime, and became more stable in the turbulent velocity regime.

A 20 per cent reduction in etch rate was measured when using laminar flow velocity immersion of laser ablation with closed thick film filtered water when compared to that produced by a similar KrF excimer laser beam with a fluence of 581 mJ/cm² ablating bisphenol A polycarbonate in ambient air. The mean etch rate measured when laser ablation machining under a turbulent flow velocity regime closed thick film filtered water flow was 8.5 per cent greater than that achieved by ablating with a similar KrF excimer laser beam in ambient air using a fluence of 581 mJ/cm².

As suggested by the previous inspection of etch depth with respect to flow velocity, analysis of the etch rate generated by flow velocities of 0.03 and 0.11 m/s, both being laminar regime velocities, during closed thick film flowing filtered water immersed KrF excimer laser ablation of bisphenol A polycarbonate showed that modification of flow velocity in the laminar flow velocity regime causes large variance of the etch rate. Moreover, inspection of the flow velocity with respect to traverse distance of the flow over the feature required to provide a refreshed volume of water over the feature between laser pulses is important. At 0.03 m/s the filtered water volume above the feature was refreshed 0.695 times between laser pulses and 11.1 times at 0.11 m/s. This means that the lower flow velocity could not remove suspended debris generated by one laser pulse from above the sample before the arrival of the next; this
suspended debris intercepted the oncoming pulse before it arrived at the intended destination, reducing effective laser fluence at the feature. This is in contrast to the high laminar flow velocity, where the debris is completely removed from above the sample and the laser beam has clear access to the feature for machining. This effect is a critical component in the 37 per cent variance between the two laminar flow velocities. Comparison of the mean etch rate achieved in a laminar regime flow shows a 26.6 per cent reduction in etch rate to that achieved in a turbulent regime flow. Detailed analysis of the etch rates produced at six turbulent regime flow velocities (1.39, 1.85, 2.31, 2.78, 3.24, and 3.70 m/s), using a beam fluence of 578±5.78 mJ/cm² every flow velocity tested, highlighted, and quantified the small variance in etch rate of 7 per cent generated by modification of the flow velocity in the high velocity flow regime. This is a small modification to ablation rate given the large variation in flow velocity; a large contrast to the trend shown at laminar flow velocities.

Comparison of the etch rates measured with the flow velocities they were machined in shows a trend that confirms that suggested by the initial analysis of etch depth with respect to flow velocity. The trend also supports a scenario of flow–plume interactions previously proposed. When suspended debris was not removed between pulses due to insufficient flow velocity, the following pulse was intercepted by the suspended debris. Next, the flow velocity was sufficiently high to remove debris from above the feature between pulses, but insufficient to distort the ablation plume during a pulse. The immersion of the ablation plume with filtered water restricted the expansion of the plume, resulting in a plume of increased optical and physical density compared to that produced by ablation in ambient air. This compressed plume attenuates the laser beam producing the plume, reducing the beam energy that arrives at the material and as a result, the etch rate. At the same time, the compressed plume reduced the loss in etch rate by the action of plume etching. Increased flow velocity resulted in the production of an optimum etch rate, where the plume was distorted by the flowing filtered water, reducing the path length that the beam had to endure through the plume to reach the material surface, and as a result the losses due to plume attenuation are lower. Simultaneously, the distorted, but still intact ablation plume was still providing a plume etching contribution. Further increased flow velocity began to destroy the ablation plume, allowing maximum access to the material surface for the beam and removing the plume etching contribution. The small variance of etch rate achieved by modification of turbulent regime flow velocity indicates that laser etching provided the dominating contribution to the total etch rate measured.
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